and wholes (e.g., organisms and lineages) . Viewing extinct and extant representatives of these lineages side by side provokes an immediate judgment of similarity, regardless of whether it is justified. Why have these constellations of characters persisted for so long? What exactly is in need of explanation? Accounting for persistence over long periods of evolutionary time has encouraged researchers to apply the moniker living fossil to viruses, transposons, genomes, ribosomes, proteins, cell types, species, and higher taxa (Bell et al. 2008 , Smith et al. 2012 , Richardson et al. 2013 , Schuldiner 2014 , Werth and Shear 2014 , Prangishvili 2015 , Lupas and Alva 2017 . Despite this proliferation of the label, there is widespread dissatisfaction with the concept (box 1). These concerns sometimes evoke the claim that the concept is not scientifically sensible (Vanschoenwinkel et al. 2012 , Casane and Laurenti 2013 , Mathers et al. 2013 .
L
iving fossils: contentious but necessary? Whether it is horseshoe crabs, coelacanths, or gingko trees, taxa that allegedly display extraordinary levels of morphological stasis over geological time have called out for a special explanation since Darwin . Viewing extinct and extant representatives of these lineages side by side provokes an immediate judgment of similarity, regardless of whether it is justified. Why have these constellations of characters persisted for so long? What exactly is in need of explanation? Accounting for persistence over long periods of evolutionary time has encouraged researchers to apply the moniker living fossil to viruses, transposons, genomes, ribosomes, proteins, cell types, species, and higher taxa (Bell et al. 2008 , Smith et al. 2012 , Richardson et al. 2013 , Schuldiner 2014 , Werth and Shear 2014 , Prangishvili 2015 , Lupas and Alva 2017 . Despite this proliferation of the label, there is widespread dissatisfaction with the concept (box 1). These concerns sometimes evoke the claim that the concept is not scientifically sensible (Vanschoenwinkel et al. 2012 , Casane and Laurenti 2013 , Mathers et al. 2013 .
Our aim in this article is to rethink the concept of a living fossil in a way that takes seriously both its routine use across disparate research questions in biology and the worries about its misleading inferences in order to create new paths for productive research that yield a more unified theoretical outlook. We first highlight the value of thinking in terms of parts (characters) and wholes (typically, organisms or lineages) to better understand stasis. Then, we move beyond concerns that concentrate on categorizing living fossils. As an alternative, we characterize a diverse array of questions associated with the biological research program that encompasses different conceptions of living fossils across hierarchical levels of organization. Our characterization of the rich space of questions surrounding slow or negligible rates of evolutionary change with respect to characters or groups thereof has several advantages, such as making sense of recent applications to molecular features, permitting the precise testing of specific hypotheses related to living fossils, and suggesting novel avenues for research. In addition, by focusing on explanatory goals and their relevant standards, we are able to provide increased conceptual unification to heterogeneous and relatively fragmented investigations into living fossils.
Living fossils: Parts and wholes All scientific practice involves using proxies: measurements of particular properties that stand in for an entity or phenomenon. Biologists use subsets of characters (parts) and their differing states to discriminate among organisms or lineages (wholes). Suites of morphological or molecular characters also act as proxies in phylogenetic hypotheses. However, there is an ambiguity between the morphological and molecular parts of an organism and whole organisms or genomes of a lineage or clade when being evaluated with respect to stasis (box 2). Living fossil taxa such as coelacanths, limulids (horseshoe crabs), Lingula (lamp shell), Ginkgo (maidenhair tree), Ornithorhynchus (platypus), Sphenodon (tuatara), and Triops (tadpole shrimp) each exhibit a mix of ancient and derived characters. Fossils are seldom direct ancestors of living organisms. At best, the rock record yields only a small minority for certain abundant, readily fossilized, and well-studied living groups. Instead, fossils are typically instantiations of related lineages with their own histories of character evolution that help inform phylogenetic relationships. Even in wellstudied taxa such as vertebrates, selections of morphological Overview Article characters from different anatomical regions can imply different phylogenetic trees (Mounce et al. 2016) .
The problem of part-whole ambiguity runs deep in biology. On a molecular level, it has long been recognized that mutation and amino-acid substitution rates are not constant across genes and taxa, or over long stretches of geological time (Szöllősi et al. 2014) . Characters or character states are relatively more ancestral or derived, not whole organisms or lineages (Omland et al. 2008) . Even when we consider a different reference point as a "whole," such as a genome, this ambiguity applies. Genes of ancient prokaryote ancestors have persisted (in some form) through endosymbiotic evolutionary transitions into mitochondria and plastids in eukaryote clades. Mitochondria in mosses (Liu et al. 2014 ) and plastids in liverworts (Forrest et al. 2011) and cycads (Wu and Chaw 2015) show remarkable genetic stasis relative to other plant groups, especially angiosperms. Among metazoans, nonbilaterians show much lower rates of mitochondrial evolution than do bilaterians (Lavrov 2007) , whereas metazoan mtDNA evolves rapidly compared to plant mtDNA. The DNA binding domain of transcription factors is remarkably conserved, but regions of protein-protein interaction exhibit dramatic changes (Lynch and Wagner 2008, 2011) . How do we understand what counts as parts and whole(s) through evolutionary stasis and change?
Constellations of exoskeletal characters are proxies for stasis in the living fossil tadpole shrimps Triops (figure 2a, 2b) and Lepidurus. Characters including gross morphology of body segments, shape of the carapace, particular spines on the carapace, telson, and furca, and presence or absence of a supra-anal plate show mostly minor changes from appearances beginning in the Carboniferous (e.g., Kelber 1999 ). However, one or another of these diagnostic characters is often lacking in fossils. In addition, other morphological, reproductive, and ecological characters are extremely variable. When genetic characters are considered, the repeated detection of cryptic species in both genera (Vanschoenwinkel et al. 2012 , Mathers et al. 2013 ) implies evolutionary diversification in living populations.
Ginkgoalean fossils are commonly recognized from their leaves, sometimes indistinguishable from leaves of living Ginkgo biloba (figure 2c, 2d). Different developmental stages of modern leaves sometimes can be referred to separate fossil species or genera. Taxonomically important fructifications, seeds, wood, and leaf cuticle are seldom preserved together as whole plant fossils (this kind of ambiguity is widespread; species of incomplete mammalian fossils are sometimes determined only by the cusps of a few teeth). The genus may go back approximately 170 million years, but different morphological part proxies yield separate ages of first appearance (Zhou 2009 ). What combination of characters sufficiently represents a lineage as a whole?
When we talk of a living fossil retaining an ancestral morphology, this retention concerns particular characters. However, if we ask whether the taxon in which these characters appear is geographically widespread, diverse in its extinct representatives, or a low-diversity relict population in the present, then we are expressly tracking whole organisms and their lineages. The carapaces of Jurassic Mesolimulus and modern Tachypleus (figure 2e, 2f) share numerous characters, but horseshoe crabs as a whole may have invaded land four separate times (Lamsdell 2016) , with attendant evolutionary changes in ecology, physiology, and morphology among lineages. This ambiguity ramifies when we recognize that some taxa labeled as living fossils lack properties we might typically expect, such as geographic relict status, which is not applicable to taxa • Lineage originations and evolutionary rates not being reliably derived from fossils or molecular clocks • Problematic expectations that morphological change occurs in concert with biotic and abiotic environmental change part-whole ambiguities suggest an underlying unity for judgments of conserved molecular function and molecular living fossils.
Criteria for living fossil membership are often criticized as ill-defined or conflicting, compounded by the fact that most criteria rely on other contentious aspects that affect judgments, such as biases in the fossil record (box 1). This nurtures definitional debates about whether particular taxa should be considered living fossils (Nagalingum et al. 2011 , Vanschoenwinkel et al. 2012 , Casane and Laurenti 2013 , Mathers et al. 2013 , Cavin and Guinot 2014 , Werth and Shear 2014 , Bennett et al. 2017 . Biologists often steer clear of definitional stalemates as unproductive. (Debate over species definitions is just one prominent example.) One reason for these stalemates is an assumption that the primary role of a concept is to categorize (i.e., figure out which set of entities should be classified by a particular term). In this sense, a concept is used to distinguish one thing from another (e.g., apples from oranges) or recognize commonalities (e.g., apples and oranges are both fruit).
However, concepts play many roles in human cognition generally and within scientific reasoning specifically. This provides an avenue out of definitional debates about what is (or is not) a living fossil; concepts also play a role in representing broad investigative domains (Brigandt and Love 2012) . For example, the concept differentiation in developmental biology represents a research program aimed at understanding the causal factors and conditions that lead to the transformation of undifferentiated cells and tissues. This requires a variety of in-depth studies of the genomic architecture and genetic expression patterns of diverse cells in various states of differentiation and located in diverse with extensive geographic ranges, such as modern horseshoe crabs.
Coelacanths are perhaps the epitome of living fossils, but patterns inferred from molecular characters as proxy parts are seldom uniform. Polymorphic genetic structure in living coelacanth populations suggests typical substitution rates (Casane and Laurenti 2013) , but there is abundant evidence of slow genome evolution (Amemiya et al. 2010) . The coelacanth genome has many active transposable elements (Naville et al. 2014) . However, some elements are highly conserved (Smith et al. 2012) and Hox gene clusters appear to evolve slowly (Amemiya et al. 2010) . Overall, when focused on either molecular or morphological characters that serve as proxies for species or lineages, there are rampant part-whole ambiguities in evaluating evolutionary stasis and change, many of which bear directly on controversies about categorizing living fossils.
Beyond categorizing living fossils Divergent categorizations of species or supraspecific taxa have exposed multiple conceptions of living fossils (box 1). One conception, phylogenetic inference of specific characters as plesiomorphic or of a position intermediate between other groups that diverged in the distant past (even when fossil evidence is lacking), has parallels among conserved suborganismal entities. For instance, if a particular gene or gene family exhibits only minor sequence variation across numerous, distantly related living taxa, it is nearly always considered strongly conserved from an ancient divergence. Although highly conserved molecular sequences are not frequently labeled as living fossils, these parallels and similar Box 2. Recent paleontological work on character evolution.
Morphologies of fossil skeletons provide the most direct evidence for evaluating evolutionary modes in deep time. Attributions of living fossil status to modern organisms and to organismal parts with little or no fossil record rely on more indirect chains of inference, especially molecular phylogenetic hypotheses. However, there are hundreds of studies of fossil morphologies that bear on a central claim of the theory of punctuated equilibria: Most fossil species exhibit stasis . A new approach analyzes this evidence comparatively using a consistent protocol based on model selection arbitrated by a measure of penalized likelihood Lidgard 2012, Hunt et al. 2015) . Two of the three canonical evolutionary modes-stasis and random walk (Brownian motion)-are about equally common. A third mode, gradual change, is comparatively rare. The relative commonness of stasis does not imply a total absence of character change (Voje 2016) . Rather, nonaccumulating morphological fluctuations occur at scales that reflect neither large net evolutionary transformation nor speciation.
Single size and shape characters are taken to represent a species or lineage in most quantitative paleontological studies of evolutionary modes. Where multiple characters are recorded for the same species or lineage, analyses frequently distinguish separate character trajectories that correspond to different models of evolutionary change. Consider a hypothetical sequence of fossil fish populations of a given species or transitional lineage (figure 1). The fossil-bearing layers may not be spaced uniformly and the amount of absolute time represented can be variable. Many more characters are available than those selected to represent the lineage. Characters are measured in each sample population as successive steps in each character's evolutionary trajectory, which yields sample population measures of central tendency and variance. The best model fit for three canonical modes of evolution is chosen for each character trajectory: gradualism for the width of the eye, random walk for tail fin length, and stasis for pectoral fin length. This illustrates the importance of mosaic evolutionary patterns for different characters, which are revealed when relationships between parts and wholes are scrutinized explicitly. It implies that tracking stasis and change or comparing extant and extinct morphologies is a subtler endeavor than controversies about categorizing living fossils suggest.
Lessons from history can help us contextualize what researchers have argued is in need of (special) explanation. First, different conceptions and criteria of living fossils (box 1) derive from different explanatory expectations. Darwin never actually defined living fossil. He conveyed the idea with several examples. The logic and inferred criteria underlying his examples varied, and nearly all of his examples were genera or taxonomic groups of higher rank. By 1859, representatives of the living fossil brachiopod Lingula had been found alive and its morphologically simple shells also occurred in the oldest fossil-bearing geological layers. Then as now, simpler or unspecialized morphology has been related to longer geological durations, such as in crinoids (Liow 2004) . In contrast, the platypus Ornithorhynchus had no known fossils in 1859 but was taxonomically intermediate in microenvironmental conditions. Developmental biologists are seeking to discover many different things about differentiation (Love 2014) , not merely whether something is or is not an example of differentiation. Similarly, the primary role of the living fossil concept is to mark out more precisely what requires explanation in a given instance for a particular entity in order to account for morphological and molecular stability or persistence over long periods of evolutionary time. From this perspective, we can take seriously the widespread invocation of living fossils across disparate biological research questions at different levels of organization and understand the legitimacy of divergent criteria used to isolate answers to these questions. This shift moves us away from semantics and toward both productive research and the possibility of a more unified conceptual framework for living fossils. (Houle et al. 2011) . Comparisons should initially focus on entities of the same hierarchical level or kind: species with species, proteins with proteins, a skull bone with "the same" skull bone. This typically demands an inference of homology. Morphological or molecular entities must have properties that can be measured or estimated in order to determine degrees of variation in evolutionary patterns or rates. A specified temporal interval of comparison with a robust chronology is often required because scaling affects evolutionary patterns and theoretical models (Uyeda et al. 2011 , Hunt et al. 2015 . Within an observed or inferred interval, entities must be phylogenetically unambiguous, and the boundaries of a comparison should be set relative to some inclusive phylogenetic group.
Another element of conceptual unity derives from organizational structure, which makes explicit the need to distinguish different types of questions (e.g., geographical distribution of extant and extinct taxa versus temporal duration of particular lineages or suborganismal parts) and articulate thematic and dependency relationships between these questions (e.g., connections between questions about ecological stability and morphological stability, or answers to questions about organismal stasis relying on answers to questions about stasis for proxy characters). How many characters count as a constellation? How is "negligible rate of evolutionary change" operationalized? What do "geographically widespread, " "diverse, " "relict, " and the "same" lineage or clade mean? Different criteria need to be made explicit in the contexts of what a scientist is focused on and in relation to other allied questions in order to flesh out the broader research program of living fossils-explaining why living fossil may be assigned or removed depending on which criteria are used and which proxies are measured to test particular hypotheses.
Second, increased sampling of the fossil record changes how different conceptions apply to perceived rates and status. Discoveries of soft tissue anatomy in Cambrian lingulid brachiopods show the evolution of dramatic changes toward modern species, despite retention of remarkably similar shell morphology (Zhang et al. 2005) . Recent work on Crocodyliformes, classic living fossils, has uncovered diverse ecological adaptations, shifting evolutionary rates, and tangents from the generalized crocodylian form (Bronzati et al. 2015) . Discoveries may also affect fossil age calibrations (moreso than rates of gene evolution alone), changing estimates of taxon ages, divergences, and rates in morphological and molecular phylogenetic results (Wagner and Marcot 2013) . More and better-understood fossils in morphological phylogenetic analyses also can change relationships among stem groups and consequent molecular clock calibrations. For example, a new analysis of living fossil polypterid fishes may shift the radiation of crown group ray-finned fishes by 45 million years (Giles et al. 2017) .
Finally, molecular phylogenetic methods have introduced new "parts" of lineages to evaluate for persistent evolutionary stasis. Molecular-oriented researchers pursue different part proxies than do morphological researchers. For instance, although genetically identified cryptic species are more common than once thought, their presence undercuts past assumptions of lineage stasis. More generally, gene sequences-as molecular proxies-show patterns that are often discordant with morphological evidence of living fossil status. This result coincides with complicated relationships that have been uncovered in genotype-phenotype maps (Wagner 2014 ) and G-matrix evolution (Jones et al. 2012) , as well as between gene trees and species trees in phylogenetic reconstructions (Szöllősi et al. 2014) . Cryptic species, rapid rates of change in some molecular characters, or substantial phylogenetic revisions are indicated for living fossil lingulid brachiopods (Luo et al. 2015) , monoplacophorans (Kano et al. 2012) , tuatara (Hay et al. 2008) , tadpole shrimps (Vanschoenwinkel et al. 2012 , Mathers et al. 2013 , horseshoe crabs (Obst et al. 2012) , bichirs (Near et al. 2014) , and coelacanths (Casane and Laurenti 2013, Naville et al. 2014) . This provokes new questions about relationships among molecular characters: Do constellations of molecular traits exhibit relative stasis through evolutionary time?
If so, what is the nature of the links among different kinds of molecular characters, such as gene regulatory networks, transcription factors, signaling pathways, or conserved noncoding elements (Rebeiz et al. 2015 , Polychronopoulos et al. 2017 ? To what extent are developmental and morphological stasis reflected in genotype-phenotype maps or the evolving genome (Jones et al. 2012 , Wagner 2014 , Lowe et al. 2015 , Niklas et al. 2015 , Yao et al. 2016 Tabin 2017)? inferences of evolutionary persistence (Goswami et al. 2015, Hunt and Slater 2016) . Because of the hierarchical organization of gene regulatory networks, different components exhibit distinct grades of conservation or stability in relation to their internal organization, developmental role, and context-dependent functionality (Niklas et al. 2015 , Rebeiz et al. 2015 . Differences in patterns and strength of modularity and integration among different character constellations could identify the explanatory roles of these phenomena in comprehending patterns of evolutionary stasis and change, as in a recent study on lanternfishes (Denton and Adams 2015) .
Why do constellations of characters that represent defining features of species (or supraspecific taxa) persist over long durations and exhibit little net evolutionary change when compared to other lineages? This question requires exploring hypotheses of niche conservatism, habitat tracking, and functional specialization of parts, in addition to genotypic and phenotypic components of stasis. Increasingly sophisticated modeling and comparative analyses are synthesizing evidence from molecular and morphological characters, and functional or ecological parameters, relevant to rates of character evolution (Denton and Adams 2015 , Pyron 2015 , Hunt and Slater 2016 , Lloyd 2016 , Price and Schmitz 2016 , Lamsdell et al. 2017 . Similarity in niche-related trait values sustained in closely related groups of lineages is consistent with hypotheses of phylogenetic niche conservatism. Long-term tracking of paleoecological conditions may perpetuate the survival of certain lineages, and niche modeling can help to distinguish different survival scenarios (Stigall 2012) . Parts of organisms relevant to particular functions such as feeding (HerreraFlores et al. 2017) or collaborative components of transcriptional machinery (Lynch and Wagner 2008, 2011) can be analyzed by focusing on the coadaptation of traits or convergence among sets of characters recognized phylogenetically in more distantly related lineages. These approaches bring extrinsic factors-biogeography, ecology, adaptation, and independent phylogenetic contrasts with other groups of organisms-into the foreground of the research program, and not only for organisms and lineages. Niche conservatism, habitat tracking, and functional specialization of parts all apply equally in molecular environments.
How are perceived declines in living fossil groups (from previous high levels of taxonomic diversity to low levels today) related to patterns in phylogenetic sister groups, and to origination and extinction dynamics? When comparing species-rich and species-poor sister groups, the former sometimes have been interpreted as derived or advanced and the latter as basal living fossils. However, the underlying patterns may be more complicated or the explanatory reasoning flawed (Omland et al. 2008 , Nagalingum et al. 2011 , Lamsdell et al. 2017 . One might hypothesize, for example, that differences in the diversity of sister groups are simply due to chance variations, or alternatively that reduced diversity there appears to be a slow or negligible rate of evolutionary change (or stasis) with respect to constellations of molecular or morphological characters in genealogical lineages.
Retention of some phenotypic (traditionally morphological) characters does not adequately explain change or the lack thereof in other phenotypic characters. The same can be said for molecular characters. The role of the living fossil concept can be understood as setting an integrated agenda for research-interrelated suites of questions about patterns in need of explanation and processes relevant to specific character constellations and wholes-that advances our understanding of evolutionary stasis across hierarchical levels of organization. The relations among questions provide a means to navigate the complex architecture of the living fossils problem agenda and can be observed in abstract formulations of these questions.
What mechanisms are responsible for the retention of particular groups of ancestral morphological characters over long periods of time within a lineage? Constraints on evolutionary changestructural, physiological, functional, developmental, and genetic regulatory-can affect groups of characters at all levels of biological organization and are becoming more amenable to comparative phylogenetic and experimental analyses (Pyron 2015, Tschopp and Tabin 2017) . It is just as important to consider the role of stabilizing selection in model theoretic and empirical analyses (Jones et al. 2012 , Voje 2016 . Although these intrinsic and extrinsic influences remain difficult to disentangle, it is possible to see the roles of both within an integrated explanatory framework (Love 2015) .
For slow rates of change, how are suites of morphological and molecular characters related? Although much commotion surrounds discordance of morphological and molecular rates of change in categorizing living fossils, less attention has focused on congruent patterns, and still less on links of genetic or developmental pathways and the expression of suites of putatively static morphological characters (Pyron 2015 , Rebeiz et al. 2015 . Conservation of gene regulatory networks that link transcription factors to gene expression, and ultimately the development of different components of phenotypes, is now widely appreciated, with consequences for both evolvability and constraint. The extent to which such molecular networks resist alteration and also act as determinants contributing to morphological stasis is not yet resolved (Wagner 2014 , Niklas et al. 2015 , Rebeiz et al. 2015 . Such approaches are uncovering relationships among suites of characters that may help to integrate genotypic and phenotypic components of prolonged stasis.
Why do some but not all constellations of characters exhibit apparent stasis over long periods of time in the same lineage? Addressing this question involves evaluating developmental entrenchment, morphological modularity, and functional integration of character constellations in conjunction with phylogenetic embryological body-axis patterning studies are reinforcing ancient, stable relationships across deuterostomes (Lowe et al. 2015) , certain gene sequence motifs and functionally conserved enhancers appear to predate the evolution of chordates (Yao et al. 2016) , and studies of rare fossil embryos are integrating data from developmental genetics and paleontology (Organ et al. 2015) .
What are our null expectations concerning living fossils? Although this question has seldom been asked of suborganismal entities, there is precedence for the use of null models of morphological disparity and taxonomic diversification in paleobiology. Should we expect very long-lived lineages to be common or rare, morphologically distant or average compared to related lineages? Simple null models of morphological evolution and lineage diversification in which characters are not subject to selection and do not affect diversification predict greater numbers of ancestral characters than derived ones over time, increasing character-level stasis (and the probability of living fossils) in a relative sense as diversification occurs (Raup et al. 1973 ). This also can be an expectation of rate-homogeneous models in which characters become integrated or correlated in some way (Wagner and Estabrook 2015) . In addition, there is evidence that morphological distribution is related to lineage longevity; very-long-duration lineages often tend to be more average than expected when compared with others in their clade or paraclade (Liow 2004 (Liow , 2007 . Things get more complicated or even reversed in models that incorporate parameters related to extinction, logistic or character-dependent diversification rates, and species selection. For example, Wagner and Estabrook (2014) evaluated a range of such models using several hundred morphological and stratigraphic data sets and found (in most cases) that groups containing ancestral characters experienced early loss of diversity and frequent shifts in the rate of character-dependent diversification, with the latter likely being determined by elevated net extinctionin short, these models suggest we should expect living fossils to be uncommon. Framing null expectations of this kind for highly conserved, hypothetically "living fossil" molecules and genetic mechanisms are more complicated still (Lynch and Wagner 2008 , Wagner 2014 , Niklas et al. 2015 , Rebeiz et al. 2015 , Polychronopoulos et al. 2017 . However, answers to other questions within the research program, such as how suites of molecular characters are related or why some but not all constellations of molecular characters exhibit apparent stasis over long periods of time, will contribute to more robust null models that yield increasingly precise predictions for both molecular and morphological characters. This is a reminder that all of these research questions are interrelated, and therefore better characterizations of different patterns of stasis and better accounts of the mechanisms underlying them fosters conceptual unification for heterogeneous investigations of living fossils.
represents some sort of replacement. Monotremes have been called survivors, sister taxa to placental and therian mammals, conceivably discounting the similar ages of these groups and the fact that all are a mix of symplesiomorphic and independently evolved characters. Assuming that sustained extinctions and slow evolutionary rates are uniformly characteristic of living fossil groups is also problematic. Modern crown group gymnosperms (living fossils more abundant in the Early Mesozoic) are considerably younger-not more ancient-than living crown group angiosperms (Crisp and Cook 2011) . Extinction and radiation surges as late as 5 million years ago also have been discovered in living fossil cycads, a gymnosperm subclade (Nagalingum et al. 2011) . Together with the evolutionary dynamics in bichir fishes (Near et al. 2014) , these studies point to a more nuanced understanding attainable from combined fossil and phylogenetic analyses that include both molecular and morphological characters.
Why do some living fossils exhibit "relict" geographic distribution (i.e., distribution that is significantly more restricted than in the geologic past)? Ginkgo, Cercidiphyllum, and related genera, once widespread in the Northern Hemisphere, became confined to Eastern Asia near the end of the Cenozoic. Distribution range modeling linked with climatic fluctuations indicates that seasonal aridity more than temperature was a constraining factor (Huang et al. 2015) . Cenozoic co-occurrence of Ginkgo and Cercidiphyllum in disturbed streamside environments suggests prolonged conservation of their habitats (Zhao et al. 2016 ). Molecular phylogeography, niche modeling, paleoclimatology, and life-history traits reveal an even more dynamic geographic history through glaciations. Finer-scale studies reveal incongruent episodes of retreat, colonization, and expansion linked to changes in preferred habitats, as well as regional temperature and aridity fluctuations, topography, and hydrology. G. biloba's more restrictive, disjoint distribution relative to C. japonicum may relate to longer generation times, more climatically vulnerable reproductive periods, or more limited dispersal of its fleshy seeds compared to wind dispersal (Zhao et al. 2016 ), implicating population demographic and life-history traits as potential explanations.
How is molecular or morphological stasis for constellations of characters affected by their manifestation at different junctures in a life history? Most studies of evolutionary tempo and mode have focused on changes in adult morphology, but part-whole patterns of stasis also are manifested in different life-history stages, conserved genetic mechanisms, and cellular-physical mechanisms or morphogenetic patterns. Developmentally circumscribed examples of stasis can be observed in both living and fossil forms, such as similar larval forms across taxa with radically different adult forms (Wray 1995 , Marlow et al. 2014 , cell lineage morphogenesis (Hunt and Yasuhara 2010) , or pollen formation and structure (Matamoro-Vidal et al. 2016). Molecular genetic and
Conclusions
The research questions detailed above correspond to several of the cross-cutting membership criteria that make the living fossil concept contentious. Empirical advances in quantitatively evaluating evolutionary modes among different morphological characters in fossil lineages (box 2; Lidgard 2012, Hunt et al. 2015 ) open a path for investigating those membership criteria by generating rigorous measurements of stability, which then can be used to explore stasis in bundles of molecular and morphological characters. A central insight of this work is that thinking explicitly about relationships between parts (characters or character constellations) and wholes (e.g., organisms or lineages) requires revisions in how we understand stereotypical living fossils. Our synthesis suggests a parallel interpretation of highly conserved molecules and genetic mechanisms: the relative stability of particular bundles of molecular characters represents an ongoing explanatory task for contemporary biologists. More generally, our synthesis consolidates a broad array of heterogeneous and relatively fragmented investigations into living fossils, providing a more unified conceptual framework that steers clear of semantic debates and facilitates interdisciplinary research on fundamental evolutionary questions surrounding molecular and morphological stasis.
Instead of viewing the living fossil concept in terms of categorization-what criteria should define living fossils-it is better to understand its role as setting a unified agenda for research. This brings to the foreground hypotheses about patterns in need of explanation and processes relevant to specific character constellations and wholes for which they may serve in proxy roles. Interrelated research questions motivating these hypotheses differ and require combinations of criteria and methods to achieve explanatory adequacy. Increasingly powerful phylogenetic and fossil sampling models are discerning different rates of change among characters and lineages (Wagner and Marcot 2013 , Denton and Adams 2015 , Hunt and Slater 2016 , Lloyd 2016 , Price and Schmitz 2016 , Tschopp and Tabin 2017 . Integrative models are analyzing connections between prolonged stasis and timescale (Uyeda et al. 2011 , Near et al. 2014 , Pyron 2015 , Price and Schmitz 2016 , ecology (Stigall 2012 , Price and Schmitz 2016 , Lamsdell et al. 2017 , and biogeography (Stigall 2012 , Huang et al. 2015 . Stable genetic or developmental pathways as character constellations can be analyzed in light of developmental and functional integration and modularity (Wagner 2014 , Denton and Adams 2015 , Rebeiz et al. 2015 , Tschopp and Tabin 2017 , with integration and modularity also becoming amenable to quantitative study in paleontology (Wilson 2013 , Goswami et al. 2015 . In summary, different disciplinary perspectives, data, and methods can be integrated within an organized structure of problems to achieve more comprehensive and unified answers to questions about slow or negligible rates of evolutionary change-stasis-for diverse kinds of parts and wholes in living systems.
